
CASE STUDY

How the Association of 
Corporate Counsel Responded to 
Sponsors’ Needs and Created a 
Six-Figure Revenue Stream

CHALLENGE:
The Association of Corporate Counsel’s 
sponsors needed a lead-generation program 
that provided business development 
opportunities throughout the year, and they 
were interested in a pay-per-lead model. The 
ACC’s traditional sponsor programs did not 
meet those needs.

SOLUTION:
ACC partnered with Lead Marvels to create 
a custom online Resource Library. Sponsors 
provide high-value educational content to 
populate the ACC’s new digital hub. Along 
with creating new lead-gen opportunities for 
sponsors, the Resource Library has increased 
engagement with members while generating 
substantial non-dues revenue.

OUTCOME:
Sponsors now have a powerful, easy-to-use 
marketing tool to engage with association 
members. The Resource Library has generated 
nearly $1 million in non-dues revenue for 
the ACC and is updated with new member 
resources on a regular basis each week.

The Association of Corporate Counsel (ACC) was hearing a 
common refrain among its sponsors. They wanted a year-
round lead generation program, and they wanted it on a 
pay-per-lead basis, making it easier for them to track the ROI 
of their marketing investment.

While the Washington, D.C.-based association already offered 
a co-branded email marketing program, the organization 
lacked the resources and expertise to scale it in a way that 
aligned with sponsor needs, according to Moustafa Abdel-
Kader, ACC’s senior director of business development 

“We had been offering the co-branded email program for 
about two years,” says Abdel-Kader. “Our sponsors were 
mostly pleased with it, but they began asking for a different 
kind of pay-per-lead model, and one that was more turnkey 
for them.”

To create the necessary infrastructure and content to provide 
more impactful, year-round sponsorship opportunities 
aligning with its sponsors’ needs, the ACC partnered with 
Lead Marvels in 2020 to white-label the company’s Resource 
Library platform for the ACC’s website.

Three years in, the program continues to generate a 
substantial stream of monthly non-dues revenue for the ACC, 
satisfies its members’ desire for more educational content, 
and offers a steady supply of business development leads to 
its sponsors.

Labeled as the “Partner Knowledge Center” on the ACC 
website, the lead-generating online hub is regularly 
populated with industry-specific white papers, webinars, case 
studies, and more. The sponsors, including legal vendors and 
law firms, provide the content, while Lead Marvels manages 
the white-labeled resource library. Each time one of ACC’s 
global network of roughly 45,000 members downloads a 
piece of content from the Library, the sponsor who supplied 
the content receives the member’s self-supplied contact 
information as a warm lead.
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The Challenge: Facilitate a 
distinct member-sponsor 
connection
When ACC initially considered partnering with 
Lead Marvels to implement the Resource Library, 
some members of its executive leadership team 
were concerned that the online hub could confuse 
members. The ACC already had an existing resource 
library, consisting primarily of content developed 
internally. 

“We had to figure out if this was going to hurt our 
existing resource library,” Abdel-Kader says. “Was 
it going to make it difficult for our members to 
navigate the website?”

Fortunately, the solution was 
simple. To avoid potential 
confusion, ACC clearly 
labeled the Lead Marvels hub 
as its “Partner Knowledge 
Center” to keep the two 
digital resources distinct and 
separate.

Another important distinction 
is that, unlike its internal 
resource library, the white-
labeled Lead Marvels 
digital platform enables 
the association to generate 
recurring, monthly non-
dues revenue that ultimately 
helps ACC offer its members 
additional services.

 
 

The Solution: More 
member resources with 
little effort
For the ACC, introducing its Partner Knowledge 
Center was not just a way to provide sponsors 
with more year-round business development 
opportunities. The online resource offers sponsors a 
way to share their knowledge and experience so they 
can more deeply engage with members.  

With so much information available online in 
general, Abdel-Kader says it can be confusing 
to know what is accurate and trustworthy. The 
Partner Knowledge Center serves as a reliable 
information source designed to help ACC members 

improve their organizations 
and enhance their career 
development. Currently 
populated with more than 
140 resources, Lead Marvels 
works closely with sponsors 
to ensure thought-leadership 
content, such as reports and 
checklists, has educational 
value for members.

Abdel-Kader appreciates how 
turnkey the Lead Marvels 
program is, requiring very few 
internal resources. Running 
the platform from ACC’s 
perspective only requires 
about 45 minutes a week to 
send emails and newsletters 
alerting members to new 
Partner Knowledge Center 
content. Lead Marvels 
handles everything else — 
from creating the landing 
pages and capturing leads 
to installing a dashboard that 
enables all parties to track key 
metrics.

The Partner Knowledge Center’s interactive 
dashboard allows the ACC to track content that 
resonates with members and monitor which 
sponsors’ content generates the most leads. With 
this information at its fingertips, the association can 
refine its own strategy and programming accordingly. 
In addition, sponsors can use the dashboard for 
similar purposes.

“It helped us provide our 
sponsors with a solution 

they’re looking for, and it’s 
really easy for them. It’s 
kind of a no-brainer. Our 
sponsors like the quality 
of the leads that they’re 

getting, so I tend to push it a 
lot, especially to startups and 

smaller companies that are 
trying to build their prospect 

pool.”

Moustafa Abdel-Kader
Senior Director of Business 

Development
Association of Corporate Counsel
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The Outcome: An ongoing 
reliable non-dues revenue 
source
Like many associations, ACC is still rebounding 
from pandemic-related disruption. Even as market 
conditions improve, associations 
must find innovative ways to 
generate non-dues revenue. Lead 
Marvels’ online Resource Library is 
an effective solution. 

“In terms of non-dues revenue, it’s 
definitely one of our top sources. 
It even surpasses some of our 
events,” says Abdel-Kader.

With no upfront costs or fees for 
participating, ACC did not have to 
invest additional staff, technology, 
or money to implement the 
program. And because the system 
is performance-based, sponsors 
only pay for the leads they receive. 
This kind of ROI for such a powerful 
marketing tool is especially 
important post-pandemic, Abdel-
Kader points out.

“Having this model for sponsors is really helpful 
because they can say, ‘Hey, there are no upfront 
costs, and we’re only paying for quality leads,’” 

Abdel-Kader said. “A lot of the sponsors using
the program don’t have the infrastructure to build 
their own landing pages or to capture leads, so 
this makes it easy for them to build a pipeline of 
business. It’s kind of a no-brainer.”

The revenue from the ACC’s Partner Knowledge 
Center is evenly shared between Lead Marvels and 

ACC. Over the past three years, 
ACC has earned about $845,000 in 
non-dues revenue from its Partner 
Resource Center, averaging close 
to $30,000 a month.

Now, Abdel-Kader is thinking 
about how to continue leveraging 
the program through cross-
promotion of some of the 
association’s other offerings, like 
live events and webcasts. “We 
have regular calls with the Lead 
Marvels team where we throw 
around ideas,” he says. “I see 
lots of potential for other revenue 
opportunities.”  

A Lead Marvels Resource Library 
is an affordable and easy way for 

associations to deepen member engagement,
grow non-dues revenue, and boost sponsors’ 
business development opportunities. For more 
information on partnering with Lead Marvels,
request a no-obligation demo today: 
https://leadmarvels.com/demo

“There are so many 
legal providers and 
sponsors out there 
that our members 
aren’t aware of. 

This program 
gives sponsors a 

way to share their 
knowledge and 
experience with 

our members in an 
educational format.”

YEARLY REVENUE GENERATED BY THE ACC’S RESOURCE LIBRARY
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A Resource Library is white-labeled and fully branded for an 
association’s website, providing a seamless digital experience 
for association members. It is hosted and centrally managed 
by Lead Marvels and provides plug-and-play deployment for 
our association and publisher partners.
 
A Resource Library showcases curated, thought-leadership 
content and resources primarily supplied by corporate 
sponsors, industry solution providers, and advertisers. 
However, associations often publish their own content as 
well. Content hosted in the Resource Library can include 
white papers, guides, ebooks, reports, research, podcasts, 
on-demand webinars, and more. A Resource Library helps 
the association establish itself as a one-stop-shop for all of its 
members’ content needs.
  
The content and resources in a Resource Library are free to 
association members and typically require users to complete 
a short form in order to download the material from a 3rd-
party sponsor or provider. Often the content provided by an 
association does not require a form completion. If a member 
chooses to download a piece of sponsored content, they 
become a “lead” for the sponsor that supplied that content.
 
An effectively built platform captures and shares value for 
each stakeholder segment: Members get access to a steady 

stream of valuable thought leadership content and resources 
from industry experts, corporate sponsors get intent-based 
leads for business development, and associations generate 
member engagement, while earning incremental, non-
dues revenue. The platform also provides associations 
with valuable insights about member behavior, needs, and 
preferences, which they can use as the basis for their own 
future content programming and development.
 
Best of all, there is no cost to associations and no time or 
resources required from internal staff. Lead Marvels can 
also fully manage sales efforts on behalf of our association 
partners. 

 
An online Resource 
Library creates a 
win-win-win scenario 
for associations, 
members, and 
sponsors alike.

The Resource Library 
is white-labeled for 
the ACC to provide 
a seamless member 
experience.

Members can search 
for resources by 
topic, company, or 
format.

Educational 
resources
including guides, 
white papers, 
ebooks,
and reports.

The ACC’s Partner Knowledge Center
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Visit the ACC Partner Knowledge Center: www.accknowledgecenter.com

What Is an Online Resource Library?
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Lead Marvels partners with professional associations to build white-labeled, fully managed 
online resource libraries, which feature curated, industry-specific thought leadership content 
and resources from sponsors and industry solution providers as well as from the associations 
themselves. Association members receive helpful and timely resources, while sponsors and 
vendors receive qualified, intent-based leads. Our association partners will generate deeper 
engagement with members, actionable insights on members’ informational needs, and a new 
source of recurring non-dues revenue.

Lead Marvels is the pioneer of LGaaS™ (Lead Generation as a Service), which allows partners 
to license its proprietary, tech-enabled platform to offer online resource libraries to their 
member and subscriber audiences.

For more information or to request a free demo, visit www.LeadMarvels.com and follow 
#LeadGenMadeEasy.

ABOUT

http://www.leadmarvels.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/search/results/all/?keywords=%23leadgenmadeeasy&origin=GLOBAL_SEARCH_HEADER

